
MCL – CLNJ Agreement

The Executive Committees of Millennium Cricket League (MCL) and Cricket League of
New Jersey (CLNJ), in the full authority entrusted to them by their respective Board of
Directors (BODs), wishing further to develop a relationship between their members and
promote co-operation between their leagues as partners in the cricketing community of
New Jersey;

Recognize the need for continuing efforts to reconcile and to acknowledge the rights of
their respective members to promote and facilitate cricket and in recognition of the
importance in this regard of mutual assurances concerning the abilities of conducting
future tournaments by both the leagues, have agreed to the following provisions set forth
herein, and shall be observed and honored by both leagues.

1. Teams are encouraged to approach any entity that could provide a field that could be
used for purpose of facilitating a game of cricket.

2. In an event where the above mentioned entity directs the applicant to a field that is
already being used for cricket, then the said applicant should decline the offer. It is
obvious that an existing field is probably being utilized to its maximum capacity. The
same should be mentioned to the entity and a request for a new field should be made.
Maintain persistence in the matter.

3. If any team does obtain a permit for a field that has already been or will be sanctioned
to another team or cricketing entity then the said team shall be issued a warning to back-
off. Failure to do so will result in an indefinite suspension of membership of the offending
team and all its associated affiliates shall be barred from participating in MCL and
CLNJ. Teams shall be issued one warning and will be considered as a final notice in the
matter.

4. It is the responsibility of the league management to ensure that a field is available to
facilitate a game between 2 teams at all given times. No new membership should be
entertained unless this condition is met.

5. Ground encroachment related disciplinary action initiated against a team or player will
be applicable across both leagues.

6. Each League reserves the right to implement a policy it deems necessary if any of the
above mention articles is/are violated.

7. This agreement is effective June 01, 2007.


